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RESEARCH MEMORANDUM

SOME EFFECTS OF FUSELAGE INTERFERENCE, WING ~ERFERENCE,

AND SWEEPBACK ON THE DAMPING IN ROLL OF UNTAPERED

WINGS AS DETERMINED BY TECHNIQUES EMPLOYING

ROCKET-PROPEIED VEHICIES

By William M. Bland, Jr. and Albert

SUMMARY

E. Dietz

An experimental investigation employ- techniques which utilized
rocket-propelled vehicles in free flight has been made to determine

P some effects of fuselage interference, wing Interference, and sweepback
on the damping-h-roll characteristics of uptapered wings with an aspect

~ ratio of 3.7 and NACA 65Ao09 airfoil sections between Mach number 0.6
* and.Mach number 1.7. Results of this investigation show that damping

in roll was maintained by each configuration tested. The damping in roll
of configurations with either straight or sweptback wings was essentially
unchanged by the presence of a fuselage having a fuselage-diameter - wing-
span ratio of 0.191. Increas-figthe number of either straight or 450
sweptback semispan wings decreased the dsmping-in-roll coefficients at
supersonic Mach numbers. Changing the angle of sweepback frcunO0 to 450
decreased the damping in roll, particularly at supersonic speeds, and
reduced the severity of apparent changes in dqmping in roll in the tran-
sonic region. Agreement between expertient and theory for straight wings,
possibly because of a section-thickness effect, was within experimental
accuracy at only the lowest subsonic speeds investigated, was poor at low
supersonic speeds, but improved with increasing supersonic speed.
Experimental results obtained for sweptback wings agreed with theory
throughout the subsonic range.
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INTRODUCTION

The langley Pilotless Aircraft Resear& Divisionxhas conducted an “-
investigation to determine the effects of fuselage interference, wing
interference, and sweepback on the damping-in-roll characteristics.of
untapered wings with an aspect ratio of 3.7 and NACA 65m09 airfoil
sections parallel to the free-stream direction. In this investigatiori”””- -
tests were made in the high-su%sonic, transonic, and Supersonic speed
ranges with two techniques, both utilizing rocket-propelled test vehicles
in free flight but employing different methods of-mea~urement. One
technique employed sting-mounted configurations (reference 1) and had

a Reynolds number range of approxtiately 0.8 X 106 to>.7”X 106, while
the other technique employed torque nozzles (reference 2) and had a

Reynolds number range of approximately 2.2 X 106 to 8.o x 106. All fligh+
tests were made at the pilotless Aticraft Research Station, Wallops
Istid, Va. ‘

. .

SYMBOIS
:.

2V

L

~!-

b“

d

().ac~
damping-in-roll coefficient —

0 w

rolling-moment

wing-tip helix

()Lcoefficient ~

angle, radians

rolling moment, foot-pounds ,,

dynamic pressure, pounds per square foot

total included wing area, obtained by extending leading
mid trailing edges of each semispan wing to center line,
square feet

—.

included area of two semispan wings, obta~ed by extending ..
leading and trailing edges to”center line, square-feet ‘ ‘

wing span, diameter of circle swept by wi~ tips, feet ““ ““”

maxtium fuse~ge diameter, feet ,
—

?
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d/b fmelage-diameter

P
A sweepback angle of

L taper ratio, ratio

- wing-span ratio

leading edge, degrees

of chord at wing tip to chord at center line

A aOpect ratio
()

&_

s’

P rolling velocity, radians per second

v flight-path velocity, feet per second

M Mach number

R Reynolds nmber, based on wing chord

CONFIGURATIONS TESTED

The configurations tested during this investigation had, as common*
features, wings without taper or lateral controls, ah aspect ratio of
3.7) ~d NAcA 65Ao09 airfoil =ctions in the free-stream direction.

. These configurations were divided into two general groups, one for those
with straight wings and the other for those with sweptback wings. Each
g~oup was com~sed of the following configurations; two semispan wings
without a fuselage (fig. l(a)), two semispan wings on a pointed cylind-
rical fuselage (fig. l(b)), three semispan wings on a pointed cyltidrical
fuselage (figs. l(c) and l(d)) and four semispan wings on a pointed
cylindrical fuselage (fig. l(ej). In figure 2 these configurations are
further described and associated with the techniques with which they
were tested. Furthermore, i% may be noted h figure 2 that similar
confirmations tested by the two techniques were nearly identical scale
versions of one another.

Configurations tested with the sting-mount technique were small,
contained neither instrumentation nor a propulsion system, and were
machined from steel stock and fitted with wooden fuselage parts. Con-
figurations tested with the torque-nozzle technique were larger, contained
instrumentation and a rocket motor, and had reinforced wooden wings
mounted on wooden fuselages.

Mm=m
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TEST PROCEDURES . .-

Stin$-Mount Technique
— %.> .,---

A config~ation tested by the sting-mount technique was attached to, ,.
the sting, which included a torsion spring ba~nce.to measure rolli~
moment, on the forward end of the test vehicle (fig. l(a)). During
flight the test configuration was rolled by the test vehicle which had
each of its fins set at an angle of incidence (fig. 2(a)). Time
histories of the rolling velocity, flight-path velocity, and rolling
moment generated by the test configuration wqre obtained by standard
NACA procedures and usedin conjunction with radiosonde measurements of
atmos~heric conditions encountered during flight to
of the damping-in-roll coefficient as a function of
complete description of this technique may be found

Torque-Nozzle Technique

permit evaluation
Mash nwber. A ..
in reference 1.

—

With the torque-nozzle technique, part of the thrust supplied by ‘
the rocket”motor contained within the fuselage of the configuration
being tested was converted by a special nozzle (fig. 3(11)) to a torque

.

which forced the configuration to roll. Time histories of rolling
velocity, flight-path velocity, torque, and moment of inertia were

4

obtained and used in conjunction tith radiosonde measurements of atmos-
pheric conditions to complete equations expressing equilibrium during .
accelerating and decelerating flight. The y~riation O~CZp with Mach

number was obtained by solving these equations simultaneously under the
same Mach number conditions. A complete description of this techniq~e
may be found in reference 2.

ACCURACY
.-,,-

Sting-Mount Techni&e .——

The systematic errors, due to limitations of the measuring and
recording systems, in the values of c 2P obtained by the sting- .

mount technique and presented herein are estimated to be within the
following limits: —

M Error iq Clp

0.7 * o.o~ .,. . ...-
0.9 * 0.032 h–
1.2 * 0.017
1.6 * O.o1o

.

1

—
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However, in reference 1 the results obtained for nearly identical con-
8? figurations show better agreement than the estimated maximum possible

errors for those configurations indicated. The max.tiumpossible errors
in Mach number are estimated to be less than *0.01.

Experimental results contained in reference 3 showing the effect
of incidence on the variation of wing-tip helix angle with Mach number
for scale models of configurations 5 and 6 were used to correct the
data obtained for these configurations for incidence due to construc-
tion inaccuracies. The experimental results in reference 3, while not
strictly applicable because of differences in configurations, were also
used to correct the data obtained for configurations 1 to 4 since the
corrections, which were small, were applied to data which did not differ
greatly from the results obtained for configurations 5 and 6.

Torque-Nozzle Technique

The maximum possible error, due to limitations of the measuring
and recording systems and to variations in torque, in the values of

%p obtained by the torque-nozzle technique and presented herein is
*

less than *0.040 throughout the Mach number range investigated.

.
RESUI!TSAND DISCUSSION

Test data obtained for the configurations tested by the sting-mount
technique are presented in figure k as curves sh~wing the variation of
rolling-moment coefficient Cz and wing-tip helix angle pb/2V with

Mach number. ●

Data obtained for the configurations tested by the torque-nozzle
technique are presented in figure 5 as curves showing the variation of
wing-tip helix angle pb/2V with Mach nunber for accelerattig and
coasting flight. The faired lines drawm across abrupt changes in
pb/2V during coasting flight are used in the computation of the CZ

&
values as explained in reference 4.

Effect of Fuselage

Experimental results showing the variation of the damping-in-roll
coefficients with Mach number for configurations with and without fuse-
lages and with either two straight semispan wings or two sweptback semi-
span Wius are presented with some theoretical damping-in-roll values
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in figure 6.
maintained by
investigated.

NACA RM L511D!25

The experimental results show
each configuration throughout

that damping in
the Mach number

roll was ;.,
range

The presence of a fuselage of such size that the fuselage-dismeter -
wing-span ratio was 0.191 had no appreciable effect QU the @ping in
roll of the configurationwith straight wings except in the transonic
and low supersonic regions. In the transonic region, where the measured
damping in roll may be influenced by the wing-dropping phenomenon
experienced by straight wings with NACA 65Ao09 airfoil sections (refer-
ence 5), adding the fuselage to.two straight semispan wings caused the
abrupt changes in C3 to occur at slightiy lower Mach numbers. The

P
addition of a fuselage to two straight semispan wings also increased

‘%p in the lower supersonic region where a similar, though smaller,

in~rease is indicated by theory (references 6 and 7).

The presence of a fuselage
( )
: = ().191 did not have any effect oh

the damping in roll of the configuration with two sweptback semispan
wings in the transonic and supersonic regions. In the subsonic region
the results, although indicating a decrease .in Czp when the fuselage

was added, agree within the limits of e.xpertmentalaccuracy.

Other comparisons with theoretical damping-in-roll values in
figure 6 show that the experimental results obtained for the configura-
tion with two straight semispan wings agreed within e~ertiental accuracy __
with theoretical values for isolated wings (reference 8) at the lowest
Mach number investigated but diverged with @creasing subsonic Mach
number. In the low supersonic range the experimental results obtained
for the configuration with straight s~mispan wings were lower than those ,.-L
calculated by the ltiearized-flowmethod fti”isolated wings of zero
thickness (reference 7); however, the agreement improved with increasing
Mach number. The difference between experimental and theoretical values
for the configuration tiithtwo straight semispan wings in the high-
subsonic and the supersonic regions may be due to-a section-thickness
effect as discussed in references 1 and 9, in which agreement improved
with decreasing thickness. -- .- ,..J——

The agreement between experiment and theory for the sweptback wings,
figure 6(b), was excellent in the subsonic range; however, experiment
was considerably lower than theory (reference 7) at the Mach number at
which the leading edge became supersonic.

P

.-

% —

A

.

. -—-

—

.

.*

,
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Effect of
P

Number of Semispan

7

wings

The variation of the damping-in-roll coefficients with Mach number .
for two series of wing-fuselage conf~gurations, c?newith straight wings
(A = 0°) and the other with sweptback wings (A = 45°) , with two, three,
and foui semispan wings mounted on pointed cylindrical bodies is presented
in fi~e 7. These results show that dsmping in roll was maintained by
each configuration throughout the Mach number range investigated.

The results obtained for the configurations with straight wings
(fig. 7(a)) show that, with each ticrease in the number of semisyan
wings, the damping-in-roll coefficient decreased in the low-supersonic
region where data were obtained for configurations with two, three, and
four semispan wings. At M = 1.05 the Clp value obtained for the con-
figuration with four semispan wings was approximately 70 percent of that
obtained for the configuration with two semispan wings. !l?he difference
between Ctp values obtained for configurations with two and three semi-

span wings was a maximum in the lower supersonic range and decreased to
within the limits of experimental accuracy as the Mach number increased.
At subsonic speeds the differences between the results were within the

A ltiits of experimental accuracy and thereforeindicate no effect of the
number of straight semispan wings on the damping in roll. In the
transonic region, where the wtig-dropping phenomenon experienced by. straight wings with NACA 65Ao09 airfoil sections (reference 5) may
influence the measured damping b roll, the abrupt changes in c2y
occurred at lower Mach numbers with each increase in the number of
straight semispan wings.

The subsonic results presented in figure 7’(a),obtained for the
configurations with straight semispan wings and fwelages, agree within
expertiental accuracy with the results obtatied by wirid-tunneltests
(reference 10) of configurations that were nearly identical scale models
of those reported herein except for airfoil section and lateral controlE.

Excellent agreement is shown in figure T(a) between the results
obtained for configuration 5 (sting-mount technique) and configuration 7
(torque-nozzle technique) , both of which had three straight semispan
wings on a fuselage. These results are also presented and discussed
more fully in reference 4.

The results obtained for the configurations with sweptback wings
(fig. 7(b) ) show that with each increase in nmber of semispan wings ,
the damping-in-roll coefficient decreased in the supersonic region..
Z!heoretical results in reference Ii show a stiil.ar decrease in C2P .

with each increase in the number of delta semispan wings. At M = 1.05
“ the damping-in-ro~ coefficient obtained for the configuration with

four semispan wings is shown tc”be appro~tiately 65 percent of that
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t-

obtained for ,theconfigurationwith two serni,spanwings. In the subsonjic
region these results, though mostly within the limits of experimental ‘ “=:
accuracy, indicate a decrea~.e ~ c Is when the number of semispan wings <.

,
was increased from two to three or four.

Damping-in-roll results from reference ll?fer a nearly identical
scale model of configuration 6 were somewhat hi@er .~aII the Present
results (fig. 7(b)) in the subsonic regionj but the variation with~ch . “-
number was similar in both tests. The damping-in-roll values from re~- ““
erences 10 and 12 were obtained for configwations with deflected ailerons
by measuring the rolling velocities with ~he configur~tions free to roil
and by measuring the rolling moments with the conf~g~ations re~tr~fie!~

Effect of Sweepback

The variations of the damping-in-roll coefficients with Mach nmnber
for the different configurations tested are.:presentedand arranged in
,figure8 to show the effects of changing the sweepba& angle of the
leading edge from O0 to 450. It is shown that increa~ing the sweepback
decreased the damping in roll, particularly in the supersonic range, and
reduced the. severity of the apparent changes in damping in roll @ the

,....-. ..— ___
—

.- —

—

-.

4.

transonic region. Furthermore, the damping-in-roll coefficients obtained
-.

for the configurations with sweptback semispan wings show, in general)
a loss and a partial recovery as the Mach lines emanating from the wing .

apex or the wing leading edge - fuselage ~ugcture approach and cross the
leading edges.” ,----—-

CONCLUSIONS

The results of an investigation, madewith techniques utilizti
rocket-propelled vehicles, to determine some effects of fuselage inter-

—

ference, wing interference, and sweepback on the damping-in-roll character- ““
istics of untapered wings of aspect ratio 3.7 and with NACA 654009air- s ~“
foil sections in the Mach number range between 0.6 and 1..7 indicate the ‘

.>

following conclusions{
.. —

—

1. Damping in roll was maintained by each’configuration tested
throughout the Mach number range investigated.

.-
.,...-.

The damping in roll of configurationswith either straight or
4,50 &back w~gs was ~ssentialw ~changed by the.presence of a fUSe--
lage of such size that the fuselage-diameter -wing-span ratio was 0.191. .+-’

3* In the supersonic range the dwmpi~-in-roll .coefficients of ~. ,

. . .
-.

. . .. . .
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.

configurations with either straight or 45° s~eptback wings decreased with

P each increase in the number of semispan wings.

4. Changing the angle of sweepback from 0° to 450 decreased the
damping in roll, particularly at supersonic speeds, and reduced the
severity of apparent changes in damp= in roll in the transonic region.

5. Agreement between experiment and theory for straight wings,
possibly because of a section-thickness effect, was within experimental
accuracy at only the lowest subsonic speeds investigated, was poor at
low supersonic speeds, but improved with increasing supersonic Mach num-
ber. Eqerimental results obtained for sweptback wings agreed with
theory ~o@out the subsonic range.

.

Langley Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

,,

.

Langley Field, Va.
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(d) Three Torque-nozzle technique.

Figwe 1.- Continued.
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(e)

Configuration

Four semispan

NACA RM L51D25
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8 Configuration 9
a

—

~n~s apd fuselage. Torque-nozzle technique. ~ ““ ““— .i=76772.L._. ~ .

Figure 1.- Concluded.
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Test
confkyrations Test vehkle

~w+ - ‘“-–

21.3 79

.

TT10

A=3.7 1= 1.0 Airfoil secfion NACA 65AO09

TEST CONFIGURATIONS

Sweep, Number of
Configurateion A semispan Fuselage

(deg) wings

1 2 off
2 kg 2 off
3 2 On
k 4; 2 On

7 3 On
6 4; 3 On

Wing area,

(Sqsft)

O:;;;

.188

.188

.282

.282

Remolds number
range d/b

0.78 x 106 to 2.71 x 106 0

; ~7 to 2.48 0
to 2.61 .191

.76 tO 2.29 .191

.81 to 2.59 .191

.80 tO. 2.23 .191

(a) Sting-mount technique..

Figure 2.- Geometric details of configumtions tested. All dimensions
are in inches.
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TEST CONFIGURATIONS

Sweep,
Configuration A

(deg)

7 0
8
9 4;

(b) Torque nozzle technique.
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Figure 3.- Details of the test vehicles used in this investigation.
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damping-in-roll coefficient with Mach number.
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Figure 8.- Effect of sweepback on the variation of the damping-in-roll
coefficient with Mach number.
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